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Abstract

Topic models for focused analysis aim to capture topics within the limiting
scope of a targeted aspect (which could be thought of as some inner topic
within a certain domain). To serve their analytic purposes, topics are ex-
pected to be semantically-coherent and closely aligned with human intuition
– this in itself poses a major challenge for the more common topic modeling
algorithms which, in a broader sense, perform a full analysis that covers all
aspects and themes within a collection of texts. The paper attempts to con-
struct a viable focused-analysis topic model which learns topics from Twitter
data written in a closely related group of non-standardized varieties of Arabic
widely spoken in the Levant region (i.e Levantine Arabic). Results are com-
pared to a baseline model as well as another targeted topic model designed
precisely to serve the purpose of focused analysis. The model is capable of
adequately capturing topics containing terms which fall within the scope of
the targeted aspect when judged overall. Nevertheless, it fails to produce
human-friendly and semantically-coherent topics as several topics contained
a number of intruding terms while others contained terms, while still relevant
to the targeted aspect, thrown together seemingly at random.

Keywords: Topic Model, Focused Analysis, Targeted Aspect, Levantine Ara-
bic
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Glossary

MSA Modern Standard Arabic
CA Classical Arabic
LA Levantine Arabic
LDA Latent Dirichlet Allocation
LDA-PD Partial Data Latent Dirichlet Allocation

LSA Latent Semantic Analysis; also known as Latent
Semantic Indexing (LSI)

pLSA Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis
TF-IDF Term Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency
TTM Targeted Topic Model
TKM Topic Keyword Model

This paper follows the Conventional Orthography for Multiple Arabic Di-
alects (CODA*)1 كودا kwdA developed by Habash et al. (2018). The Orthography
transcription of CODA* of a word is often adjacent to its transliteration scheme
(as proposed by Habash et al. (2007)) shown in italics. For phonetic transcription
(which helps distinguish words in different varieties of Arabic when the orthogra-
phy is identical), the CAMeL Arabic Phonetic Inventory (CAPHI) كافي kAfy
is used2. CAPHI transcriptions appears between two forward-slash symbols. To
demonstrate, / tsh aa f ii / reads كافي kAfy in one variety of Levantine Arabic
prevalent in Irbid, one of Jordan’s northernmost provinces.

1For more information on CODA*, see https://sites.google.com/a/nyu.edu/coda/.
2For a detailed description of CAPHI, consult the aforementioned paper or visit https://sites.
google.com/a/nyu.edu/coda/phonology-reference which contains a reference link to the full
CAPHI inventory available in audio for listening, alongside their phonetic transcription as per
the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA)
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1 Introduction

1.1 Topic Modeling
Finding methods to represent hidden patterns in large sets of data can be as benefi-
cial as it is difficult. Topic Modeling is one Natural Language Processing (NLP) task
which aims to make discrete data more interpretable through applying unsupervised
probabilistic learning methods which take advantage of several statistical techniques.
Topic modeling is most notably achieved through Latent Semantic Analysis and La-
tent Dirichlet Allocation (LSA and LDA, respectively) or enhanced varieties of the
two.

One promising aspect of Topic Modeling is that it allows for generating a short
condensed representation of large quantities of data, highlighting hidden relations
– which are, more than often, semantic when used for text processing purposes. In
the paper which originally laid out the aforesaid LDA algorithm, Blei et al. (2003)
elaborate on this by stating that, “The goal is to find short descriptions of the
members of a collection that enable efficient processing of large collections while
preserving the essential statistical relationships that are useful for basic tasks such
as classification, novelty detection, summarization, and similarity and relevance
judgments.”

However, it is worth noting that Topic Modeling is not restricted to NLP and
Information Retrieval (IR) applications (of which many applications are surveyed in
detail by Boyd-Graber et al. (2017) in their publication). Topic Models can be found
in the fields of Bioinformatics where documents, topics, and words are represented
as biological objects from large databases that require clustering or labeling (L. Liu
et al., 2016). Because Topic Models are useful in capturing hidden relations between
documents and words (i.e topics), this ability to capture the probability distribution
over terms within a document (common in NLP) can be projected onto other data
types. A document could be an MRI scan comprised of description of shapes within
the image as words, and hidden visual patterns as topics (L. Liu et al., 2016). Image
Processing also benefits from Topic Modeling techniques (D. J. Hu, 2009), and so do
researchers in the field of Digital Humanities (for example, through distant reading
(Fridlund and Brauer, 2013)).

Despite advancements in Topic Modeling algorithms and techniques, these may
come short of aligning to what is may be described as human intuition (discussed in
more detail in sections 2.2 and 2.6). Classic Topic Modeling algorithms are statistical
and dependent on word frequencies, in turn essentially apathetic to context and word
order (i.e the bag-of-words approach, see Section 2.2). Improvements to topic models
could help mitigate issues caused by the bag-of-words approach by integrating word
context with the use of n-grams (Wallach, 2006) or by assigning scores and weights to
relevant surrounding words usually within the scope of a full sentence (Schneider and
Vlachos, 2018). Likewise, supplementation to existing topic modeling algorithms
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birthed Probabilistic LSA (pLSA) which drops the use of document-term matrices
in favor of probabilistic distributions, paving the way for LDA by incorporating the
Dirichlet prior parameter (Hofmann, 1999). Both such models align better to the
idea of human intuition and generally offer higher semantic coherence within each
learned topic.

Another issue is the handling and cleaning of data prior to applying such gener-
ative models. Topic Modeling is an unsupervised machine learning approach, and
as such may eliminate the heavy burden of fully or partially annotated data (pro-
duced either manually, collected from user input and meta data, or by resorting to
crowd sourcing). Data collections used in topic models in different tasks are not
comprised of texts carefully crafted by experts nor are they always in alignment
with the model’s purpose and desired outcome. This calls for considerable prepro-
cessing efforts, which in turn require some knowledge of the language in question.
Uninformative and repetitive words need to be placed aside in favor or meaningful
informative ones. Since pre-processing relies upon the availability of resources, any
low-resource language is difficult to process when performing any NLP tasks much
needed for downstream applications. When coupled with rich morphology in an
unconventional written-as-spoken format, the challenge doubles. More on how this
case applies to Levantine Arabic (LA) is discussed in Section 1.2.

Moreover, most topic models are fixated on full analysis of data (more on this in
Section 2.5) where very few venture into focused analysis meant to investigate a sin-
gle targeted aspect within a group of texts. For this reason, results for topic models
are usually general and – as would expected – learn topics from the entire collection
rather than singling out a certain theme or aspect which a user or researcher may
want to focus on in depth.

Ultimately the use of topic modeling for focused analysis in web texts (due to
its ability to capture latent patterns) allows for making interesting observations on
ideas and opinions expressed by large crowds of online users. More so, it allows
one to examine the emergence of topics and themes which capture interests of the
general public or average user, as well as how these shift or evolve (better known as
Dynamic Topic Models (Blei and Lafferty, 2006)). Topic Models can thus serve as
a useful tool for opinion mining in their ability to detect hidden trends so long as
they can be adapted to deal with unchecked non-standard texts which are profusely
common on social media platforms (such as Facebook) and microblogs (such as
Twitter).

1.2 Significance of Varieties of Arabic
On the most basic level, most varieties of Arabic differ fromModern Standard Arabic
(MSA) الحَديَثة ة الَعَربيَّ اللُّغة and Classical Arabic (CA) ة راثيَّ التُّ ة الَعَربيَّ اللُّغة 1, where many
indistinguishably refer to either as “Fusha” ُفصحى fsHý. While the aforementioned
pair can be viewed as two varieties of Arabic, other varieties are just as distinct
on a linguistic level and used in both speech and writing in different regions of
the Arab-speaking world (which, more or less, is comprised of the Middle East
and North Africa (MENA)). A strict geographical split would place these non-MSA

1Both written in MSA.
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and non-CA varieties in two main categories: either Eastern (roughly Asian Arab
countries of the Middle East (ME)) or Western (roughly African Arab countries of
North Africa (NA)). However, a socioeconomic split differentiates these varieties as
either Bedouin or urban depending on the proximity to large cities and population
centers (Palva, 2006). Variations of Arabic can be divided further into sub-regions,
most notably Maghrebi, Levantine, Gulf, Yemeni, Egyptian, and Sudanese (as well
as Mesopotamian (Albuarabi, 2018)) varieties of Arabic – though clear distinctions
exist between these on country and city level as proposed by Bouamor et al. (2018).
These varieties are considered to be Arabic speakers’ true mother tongue, as MSA
and CA are native to none (Chiang et al., 2006) and only learned or acquired through
formal or religious education (Kaye, 1994). In fact, CA is rarely used in every-day
settings, where studies of it are focused with the scope of Humanities and religious
studies, and its use is ordinarily confined within literary publications or religious
sermons. These varieties are mutually intelligible to different degrees not only due
to the similarities they may share in semantics and syntax but also due to their
popularization in cinema and television. This indicates that much of this mutual
intelligibility is an acquired skill and not solely based on linguistic variation and
continuum. However, it should be noted that morphological and lexical differences
between MSA and other varieties of Arabic are ample and well established (Habash
et al., 2012) though a general lack of ineligibility between Eastern and Western
branches of these varieties is expected where geographical, political, and cultural
distances stretch.

It should come as no surprise, however, that different varieties of Arabic – referred
to by different names with somewhat blurry definitions, including دارجة dArjħ and
عامّية 𝜍Amy∼ħ (colloquial or vernacular), لهجة lhjħ (dialect), and محكّية mHky∼ħ
(spoken) – appeared in writing as early as the 16𝑡ℎ century and have ever since been
engaged in a power struggle against the maintenance of MSA and CA (Mejdell,
2017). Strictly speaking, MSA and CA should be regarded as two varieties of Arabic
in themselves and not a pre-existing benchmark from which all others allegedly
originated or subsequently diverged.

So-called dialects date back to pre-Islamic times and were spoken by tribes (not ex-
clusively Bedouin) residing in the Arabian Peninsula (Al-Sharkawi, 2010, chapter 2).
Al-Sharkawi (2010) further argues that memories of these varieties of Arabic were
erased from historic consciousness due to some factors, one of which was Arab gram-
marians’ negative attitudes toward any linguistic variation that contrasts Quranic
Arabic (a specific form of CA). A freeze had been imposed on evolving varieties of
Arabic, suspending a single variety of these in time, maintained by the political and
religious dominance of Islam over the region through the preservation of Quranic
Arabic. Proving impossible to arrest the linguistic development and diversification
of language, a simpler standardized variety of Arabic began to develop which adapts
to emerging English and French loanwords and allows speakers clearer, more stan-
dardized grammar and modes of expression. That is to say that the standardization
and adoption of MSA materialized amid – and due to – social and political reforma-
tions. MSA began gaining traction in the late 19𝑡ℎ century in a more formal stance
and soon became the official language of the press, law, innovation, and modern
literature (Kamusella, 2017). The refusal to accept other varieties of Arabic as plau-
sible structural linguistic variations and systems could explain why the imminent
emergence of their widespread written form had been so slow. Just as the case with
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the necessary emergence of MSA in retrospect, it seems futile to attempt the suspen-
sion and preservation of a language by institutionally disenfranchising its different
varieties and deeming them as a threat to its authoritarian status.

Thus, and despite being downplayed by elitists and official bodies as a lesser form
of Arabic, Varieties of Arabic – which are already spoken across all Arab regions –
are treated as stand-alone low-resource languages in this paper. These varieties have
grown in their written form in the past decades, a trend adopted more generally by
younger people and in some varieties of Arabic, using the local variety instead of
MSA is more preferable to those with a lower level of education (Kindt and Kebede,
2017), a marker for social class. The label “Linguistic Variety” is chosen as a neutral
ground since varieties of Arabic do not – yet – enjoy an established and standardized
position as languages. Notwithstanding, the experiments conducted for the purpose
of this study treats one group of these varieties (Levantine Arabic (LA)) as a distinct
language in the practical sense (consult Section 3.2 for additional details).

1.2.1 Rising Interest in non-MSA Varieties of Arabic
Speakers of different varieties of Arabic have increasingly put their local Arabic
varieties into use in online spheres, in control of which variety to choose over which
to serve a range functions exhibiting different modes of communication (such as
through the Arabic abjad, Romanized script, or by engaging in different degrees of
code-switching) (Nordenson, 2017).

In recent years, interest has risen in performing data analysis on such texts scraped
from sources where users continue to accumulate additional data by the second.
Twitter and other micro- and macro-blogging platforms have served as rich sources,
allowing researchers to build language-specific tools from data collections of different
varieties of Arabic. These include word embeddings (Erdmann et al., 2018) as well
as classification models that have become essential for collecting and distinguishing
texts written in these different dialects using the same Arabic alphabet (such as
dialect identification tools (Obeid et al., 2019; Salameh et al., 2018), and segmen-
tation tools (Samih et al., 2017)). The most significant of these efforts, however,
is the creation and adoption of a set of unified guidelines for handling noisy data
and inconsistencies in orthography in different varieties of Arabic (Habash et al.,
2018) (see the Glossary for more details). Abiding by a unified guideline allows for
a clear basis in pre-processing and normalization tasks for text analysis and can
make it more easy to replicate experiments for research or other purposes. Such
unified guidelines offer a standardization that is deemed absolutely necessary given
the highly disorganized writing style of texts authored by speakers of different va-
rieties of Arabic who had simply acquired such writing conventions as a collective.
The aforesaid collectively acquired spelling conventions appear forgiving towards
spelling errors (even allowing writing in Romanized letters, known as عربيزي 𝜍rbyzy
/ 3 a r a b ii z ii /, a hybrid of the words عربي 𝜍rby / 3 a r a b ii / meaning ’Arabic’
and إنجليزي Ǎnjlyzy / 2 i n g l ii z ii / meaning ’English’) and are often in favor of
dropping whatever is deemed as grammatical and syntactic surplus or serving re-
dundant function such as the dual form in pluralization or the use of some question
words when a question mark can be used instead.
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1.3 Purpose
What Arabs are talking about online (present in ample amounts in social media
circles) cannot be processed, analyzed, or statistically represented without some
knowledge of what governs its linguistic structures. The opinions and discussions of
those who write in non-MSA Arabic are either (a) hidden from the eyes of analysts,
researchers, and companies, or; (b) umbrellaed under the term “Arabic” in search
engine and scraping filters, resulting in the collection of non-MSA texts mixed up
with MSA texts (which could even be later disregarded as slang or garbage and
simply removed from training data during preprocessing), causing an undoubted
decline in the accuracy of results – and subsequently in the quality of the outcomes.
Furthermore, when reconstructing the abstract themes of any collection of crowd-
sourced texts in the shape of clustered topics (be it online discussions, customer
reviews, or tweets), the most widely used topic models can usually only generate
general topics stretching across a data set without touching upon any targeted
aspects, which could be thought of as a narrower topic within a broader one (Wang,
Chen, Fei, et al., 2016). An example that brings clarity to such an issue is that
presented by Wang, Chen, Fei, et al. (2016) in a set of experiments where a targeted
topic model (TTM) (see Section 2.5) is learned in order to generate topics regarding
the “targeted aspect” of children in a collection of short texts primarily concerned
with e-cigarettes. Here, the main interest of the researcher or user would be to
focus only on the aspect of children within the bigger collection on e-cigarettes and
ignoring other aspects in this collection, such as health or vape.

Earlier this year, the World Health Organization (WHO) warned of dangers of
a newly discovered viral strain known as Coronavirus (COVID-19, tagged with 19
since it emerged in the later months of 2019) and sought to address a wide range
of rumors potentially shadowing accurate medical advise and hindering efforts at
managing and containing its spread (Singh and Ofrin, 2020-04).

This paper aims to devise a method that can provide a deeper focused analysis
of topics people discuss online in different varieties of Arabic. In light of the re-
cent COVID19 outbreak, experiments conducted target tweets written about this
present-day pandemic (tweets in the COVID-19 domain) which has trended as a
main topic of debate for the first months of 2020. These experiments also specifi-
cally target tweets written in the Levantine Arabic (one group of Arabic varieties
commonly spoken by Arabs residing in Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, Israel, and Pales-
tinian Territories) which is covered in more detail in Section 3.2. Deriving abstract
topics from low-resource non-MSA varieties of Arabic is difficult in the absence of
a grounded language model that allows for extensive pre-processing.

Methods within the scope of this research employ two main resources made avail-
able for varieties of Arabic: word embeddings (Section 4.3) and labeled training data
for dialect identification (Section 4.1.2). However, the main topic model algorithm
used is LDA (particularly, Partial Data LDA (LDA-PD) (Wang, Chen, Fei, et al.,
2016)).

Generating topic models for online texts is a form of exploration allowing re-
searchers and other interested groups to view online opinions and texts from a
clearer perspective. This is achieved by reducing the amount of noise in the data
through thorough filtering out other variations of Arabic and determining the initial
elimination of irrelevant documents if they do not contain keywords semantically
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and thematically synonymous to the original query. The method aims to capture
a more focused aspect of a group of documents by allowing the user to perform
LDA-PD in hopes of capturing topics within the scope of a narrower aspect (assum-
ing that texts within a certain domain tackle a number of different aspects). For
instance, experiments in the paper analyze the health صحة sHħ aspect only, which
had been chosen from among other aspects such as quarantine حجر Hjr, or economy
اقتصاد AqtSad which one would expect to find in a collection of tweets on the novel
COVID-19 outbreak.

To summarize the above, this research seeks to address the following issues:

1. What makes a topic model focused and how is this useful?

2. How can a model be adjusted for low-resource varieties of Arabic achieve the
following given the scarcity of currently available resources:
• exhibit semantic coherence by producing intuitive human-friendly topics;

and
• shows hidden patterns on a more focused level for one or more targeted

aspects for purposes of focused analysis.

The first issue is discussed in length in Section 2.4 and revisited in Section 4.2.
For the second issue, Chapter 4.4 seeks to construct such a model. How to evaluate
results derived from the current experiments on topic models is discussed in Section
2.6 and the model proposed in Chapter 4.4 is then qualitatively evaluated in chapter
5.
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2 Topic Modeling
This chapter follows the evolution of topic modeling techniques in 2.1 and traces
the subsequent and necessary deviation from the context-indifferent Bag-of-Words
approach in Section 2.2 to seek more intuitive and informed approaches for better
topic assignment. The discussion later concludes with a review of the controversy
of topic model evaluation in 2.6.

2.1 Development in Topic Modeling Techniques
A topic is meant to capture abstract latent relations in texts and is usually com-
prised of words that cluster close to one another. These statistical unsupervised
machine learning methods began emerging in the late ’90s, first proposed by Pa-
padimitriou et al. (2000) to cope with developments in databases and information
retrieval systems, introducing the concept of representing latent relations among
terms in a text rather than simply relying on the frequencies of these terms. Topic
modeling presents the task of discovering the most relevant terms which are grouped
into a topic. Some topic models allow for tweaking of hyper-parameters and are able
to produce an 𝑛 number of topics. However, determining this 𝑛 value for topics or
clusters most appropriate for a set of data can be tricky and depends on the type
of data and desired outcome although some topic models, which improve on clas-
sic implementations, can self-limit how many topics are generated (Schneider and
Vlachos, 2018).

2.1.1 Latent Semantic Analysis
LSA – also known as Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) and originally developed as a
method for automatic indexing and IR (Deerwester et al., 1990) – follows a matrix
factorization approach, constructing a sparse document-term matrix where there is
a row for every document whereas columns represent all unique terms within the
data set at hand (Papadimitriou et al., 2000). This model was proposed as an
improvement to the term frequency–inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) method
which considers both term frequency (TF) and the informativeness of a term. This
assigns more weight to terms which occur frequently in one document but rarely in
the entire data collection. Moreover, LSA uses singular value decomposition (SVD)
to reduce dimensionality (Blei et al., 2003). However, this model can only capture
polysemy to some extent (Hofmann, 1999; Papadimitriou et al., 2000).

2.1.2 Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis
Hofmann (1999) highlights that the LSA method lacks a “sound statistical foun-
dation”. This led him to develop Probabilistic LSA (pLSA) which does not rely
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on SVD but instead on a probabilistic generative model. Here, the probabilities
of a topic 𝑧 given a document 𝑑 (represented as 𝑃 (𝑧 |𝑑)) and of a word 𝑤 given a
topic 𝑧 (represented as 𝑃 (𝑤 |𝑧)) are multinomial distributions. Since the iterative
Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm is well-suited for estimating latent vari-
ables, and since topics are hidden in the model, it can be used in an iterative to
estimate the aforementioned probabilities (Mei and Zhai, 2001). However, because
𝑑 belongs to a fixed set of documents found in a collection, fitting this model to
new documents (unseen data) is difficult to do (Cortés Hinojosa, 2016). The model
improves on LSA on many levels, including capturing synonymy and polysemy more
clearly. Unfortunately, it tends to overfit, an issue that has been mitigated to a good
extent by improving the EM model such as “Tempered EM” proposed by Hofmann
(1999).

2.1.3 Latent Dirichlet Allocation
To make it easier to generalize a model to new data and address other shortcomings
of pLSA (such as overfitting and how EM tends to converge at local optima), Blei
et al. (2003) developed LDA. In their paper, Blei et al. (2003) showcase a major
cause for these shortcomings, stating that, Hofmann’s work is a useful step toward
probabilistic modeling of text, it is incomplete in that it provides no probabilistic
model at the level of documents. LDA uses the Dirichlet distribution which intro-
duces two new parameters, the Dirichlet priors, to the model. With a high alpha 𝛼 ,
more topics can be distributed across a document while very low 𝛼 can mean that
each document tackles only a single topic. A high 𝛽, on the other hand, produces
denser topics containing more corpus terms whereas a lower 𝛽 value producing more
sparse topics. Different types of statistical inference can be used (and have been pro-
posed) to calculate the different distributions needed for this model, most notably
Gibbs Sampling and Variational Inference (Boyd-Graber et al., 2017). Alterations
and improvements of LDA emerged since the model was first proposed, introduc-
ing models which were computationally more costly, such as the hierarchical topic
model (HTM), among others (L. Liu et al., 2016).

2.2 The Bag-of-Words Assumption
LDA, like its predecessors, is indifferent to word order and relies on the bag-of-words
assumption. In her paper, Wallach (2006) delves into these issues and expands on the
unigram model by proposing an n-gram model that takes word-order into account,
yielding more accurate results. Schneider and Vlachos (2018) see that classic topic
models do not accommodate to human intuition (more on this can be found in
sections 2.4 and 2.6) and proposes a novel inference algorithm in an attempt to
overcome problems arising from the bag-of-words assumption. Their model shifts
from depending on frequency counts of words to calculating a “keyword score” for
each word and assign neighboring words to the same topic depending on how high
this score is. This Topic Keyword Model (TKM)’s reliance on context managed
to produce more consistent results using the topic change probability which, “[...]
captures the consistency of assignments of words to topics within documents” where
neighboring words are assumed to belong to the same topic since they dwell within
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the same context (Schneider and Vlachos, 2018). It should be noted here that
although n-gram models seek to extend the view on syntax, their scope is restricted
to a limited window of 𝑛 − 1 previous words, whereas TKM approaches neighboring
words more flexibility (where the context window encompasses the entire sentence,
which happens to be the entire document).

Finding ways around the bag-of-words approach may also facilitate topic modeling
for language identification tasks where mixed-language data collections “typically
have long stretches of words in the same language, so it is reasonable to consider
models that do not treat each word independently, but assign it a language that
depends not only on its own, identity but also on the identities and/or labels of
nearby words.” (King, 2015, chapter 5).

2.3 Informed Topic Models
More sophisticated topic models informed by context have recently been proposed
by Gupta et al. (2019) where context-extracted information aid in topic assignment.
Moreover, the need for fine-grained topic modeling solutions (discussed in Section
2.4) lead to the creation of a pipeline framework proposed by Wang, Chen, and B.
Liu (2016), combining different text mining tasks to produce more focused results.
Other examples of methods in which information from external data are integrated
as an informed prior for classic topic models include the use of categorical data
derived from Wikipedia to guide topic assignment (Miller et al., 2016) and the
Word Embedding informed Focused Topic Model (WEI-FTM) as laid forth by Zhao
et al. (2017).

2.4 Focused Analysis and Targeted Aspects
When topic models are used to provide insight into emergent trends or opinions
in a collection of texts, users tend to prefer fine-grained topic models that offer
more clarity and better insight into the data (Mimno et al., 2011). On one hand,
this could be achieved by increasing the number of topics that a model could yield
(being one hyperparameter of classic models such as LDA). Nevertheless, Mimno
et al. (2011) deem that as an inadvisable approach, stating that, “Unfortunately,
we have observed that there is a strong relationship between the size of topics and
the probability of topics being nonsensical as judged by domain experts: as the
number of topics increases, the smallest topics (number of word tokens assigned to
each topic) are almost always poor quality. The common practice of displaying only
a small number of example topics hides the fact that as many as 10% of topics may
be so bad that they cannot be shown without reducing users’ confidence.”

2.5 Targeted Topic Modeling
Wang, Chen, Fei, et al. (2016) argue that models such as LDA perform a full analy-
sis which is coarse-grained and too general to tackle the practical needs for targeted
in-depth text and opinion mining that users may need for different downstream ap-
plications. To overcome this issue, Wang, Chen, Fei, et al. (2016) devised a complex
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targeted topic model (TTM) that takes a list of keywords initially filled by a single
keyword (i.e the target aspect, identified by the user as a key concept which they
would like to investigate in a collection of texts within the same domain) as input
and identifies relevant words in the same document and appends them as keywords
to the list, which helps the model determines whether or not a document is relevant
for a certain topic throughout its generative process. The model proposed therein
relies on sentence-level documents or short texts (like tweets) where each document
contains only a single topic (i.e determined by its relevance, each document discuss
only a single aspect targeted by the focused analysis). TTM undergoes the process
of bridging documents together via shared – and necessarily surrounding – words
(which are added to the exclusive limited keyword list). This can be thought of
as one way to overcome the bag-of-words assumption (discussed in Section 2.2) by
integrating context into the overall model where the window of surrounding words
encompasses the entirety of a small document never stretching beyond the length
of a single sentence. The example offered by Wang, Chen, Fei, et al. (2016) upon
inspecting the aspect of children within a group of documents in the same domain
of e-cigarettes shows that one document is identified as relevant for containing the
keyword children, but since it is unreasonable to expect all relevant documents to
contain one single central keyword, a second document is marked as relevant be-
cause it shares the term gateway with the first document. Whether or not words
such as gateway are appended to the limited list of keywords is determined via bi-
ased sparsity. A compelling feature of assembling a list of keywords while iterating
through each document is that gateway opens the door for new documents to be
judged as relevant, allowing for more surrounding words (bearing some semantic or
conceptual significance to the aspect in question) to be added to the keyword list.

A similar, yet simpler, approach (LDA-PD (Wang, Chen, Fei, et al., 2016)) is
used by Wang, Chen, Fei, et al. (2016) for result comparison. TTM for focused
analysis achieved high scores on the novel metric created by Wang, Chen, Fei, et
al. (2016) to numerically combine reviewer’s opinions on the results with statistical
coherence metrics. LDA-PD achieved results which were quite comparable to TTM.
Contrary to TTM which grows an informative keyword list dynamically, bridging
relevant documents together through shared terms in the process, LDA-PD instead
directly performs LDA on a select number of documents. It could be seen as a way of
judging documents as relevant or irrelevant in a black-or-white manner (analogous
to how TTM assigns a relevance score to documents as either 1 or 0 with no relaxed
constraints to create a grey zone).

One weakness of LDA-PD as discussed by Wang, Chen, Fei, et al. (2016) is that
the model will only learn a topics across a very smaller set of documents. One
way around this is to increase the number of keywords which determine this in an
informed manner. As a start, full-analysis LDA can be performed on the documents
and terms contained within the one or more topics relating best to the scope of the
analysis could be selected and added to the list of keywords. After that, LDA-PD
could be performed on documents deemed relevant with the assistance of such a list.
However, the document filtering process may yield small returns though it captures
semantic relations in documents revolving around a shared domain. One way to
expand the query is word embeddings as described in Section 4.3
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2.6 Evaluation of Topic Models
Evaluating a topic model is arguably an intricate task given the nature of unsu-
pervised models and lack of a gold standard to which results could be compared
and measured with well-established tools available to the NLP community. For this
reason, topic models are likely to be falling short in producing intuitive and human-
friendly topics (Chang et al., 2009; Schneider and Vlachos, 2018; Wallach, 2006) as
touched upon in Section 2.2. Such a thing could easily go undetected in the absence
of clear definitions of what human intuition is and what topic models are supposed
to look like or how they are meant to reflect being truly intuitive.

Chang et al. (2009) summarizes the expectations of topic models across different
fields, such as their semantically-coherent, as well as to what extent they are ex-
pected to align to human intuition and appeal to human judgment, especially in
qualitative evaluation of models where semantic coherence is presumed despite lack
of a metric and evidence. However, Chang et al. (2009) further stress that most
metrics devised for measuring a models accuracy when exposed to unseen docu-
ments are built in such a way in which “the internal representation of the models is
ignored”. Said authors offer an alternative model where topic models are evaluated
by humans and measured through word intrusion to assert whether words within a
topic are semantically coherent from the perspective of human subjects and topic
intrusion to indicate whether a proposed topic properly fits into a document or not
(again, from a human perspective).

Like Chang et al. (2009), Mimno et al. (2011) resort to annotating data in order
to properly assess good topic models and offer knowledge into how better topics can
be designed (the latter recruited experts whereas the former used crowd-sourcing
with the help of a much larger number of non-experts). To Mimno et al. (2011),
good topics had to meet one condition; “if they contained words that could be
grouped as a single coherent concept.”. They also drew out four criteria for bad
and intermediate topics: (a) being made up of words which are only related to each
other by a certain word chain; (b) containing intruder words that do not relate
to the others on any coherent or semantic level; (c) being comprised of seemingly-
random words; finally (d) being unbalanced topics in that the top few terms are
related while overall appearing too general or unrelated (Mimno et al., 2011). This
qualitative evaluation method is adopted by this paper and applied in chapter 5.

To understand why researchers consider evaluating topic models through labori-
ous and costly annotation schemes, one needs to consider where other assessment
measures fail. To show how related words in a topic are, many evaluation metrics
try to put a number of the semantic coherence while others try to judge a model
based on how it adapts to unseen data. A comprehensive comparison of evalua-
tion metrics – of the latter type – conducted by Wallach et al. (2009) found the
vast majority (used to evaluate LDA models) to be unreliable but recommend the
Chib-style estimator which, they argued, can “provide a clear methodology for ac-
curately assessing and selecting topic models.” Such a metric, among many others,
evaluates a topic model by comparing results obtained from new data (usually in
the form of a fraction of the data which would be held out before the topic model
is learned). Aside from coherence, one metric is dedicated to perplexity (to what
degree performance of a model is expected on held-out documents (Morstatter and
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H. Liu, 2017)), although this is not regarded as a metric well-equipped for evaluat-
ing how intuitive the captured topics are to humans (Chang et al., 2009). Another
measures for coherence is 𝐶𝑣 developed by Röder et al. (2015) which outperformed
other coherence metrics on average in how well they correlate with human ratings.
The Gensim python library (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010) supports calculating the 𝐶𝑣

Coherence score for topic models.
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3 Levantine Arabic
This part of the paper showcases previous research on different text mining and
processing tasks for non-MSA varieties of Arabic in Section 3.1 and offers a compre-
hensive examination of LA in Section 3.2 as well as reasons to support the choice
for this coarse-grained inclusive grouping of different varieties of Arabic.

3.1 Text Mining on Varieties of Arabic
It comes as no surprise text mining for non-MSA Arabic is heavily based on Twitter
data and overall short texts, targeting varieties of Arabic as a single bulk (DoniaGa-
mal et al., 2018) or experimenting on more specific varieties of Arabic, such as that
of Salamah and Elkhlifi (2014). However, such endeavors are preceded by more ba-
sic tasks. Preprocessing is a crucial requisite for worthwhile text processing, such as
sentiment analysis, topic modeling, and opinion mining. This may require the use of
morphological tools for tasks such as disambiguation, stemming, and segmentation
(Brahmi et al., 2013; Eskander et al., 2016; Samih et al., 2017; Zalmout et al., 2018)
or rely on manually-written rules. First, the removal of stopwords improves results
by eliminating uninformative high-frequency words such as conjuncts or definite ar-
ticles, preventing them from appearing in topics (Cortés Hinojosa, 2016, chapter 5).
Next is the issue of normalizing for alternative spelling styles especially in regards
to different varieties of Arabic. A word signifying the same thing may appear in
two or more distinct ways such as the Arabic loanword for virus appearing in four
different forms in the training data obtained for the purposes of this study: (1) in
English as a form of code-switching; (2) spelled as فيروس fyrws; (3) or as فايروس
fAyrws; (4) or as an even more accurate borrowing with ڤ 1 which is not a part
of CODA* nor of the standard alphabet of MSA, where ڤيروس would have the
same orthographic representation as fyrws except for the CODA* f which ought be
substituted by some symbol standing for the /v/ sound. These are therefore treated
and counted separately as fractions when they ought to have been tallied as one in
the same.

Another issue specific to Arabic and other languages (such as Czech) is the drop-
ping of diacritics. On one hand, Arabic diacritics can either appear as stand-alone
letters (such as و w and ؤ ŵ) or as diacritic marks representing short vowels and
known as Tashkeel which can be added to a string of text while typing. However, un-
like Czech or Turkish, dropping of diacritics in different varieties of Arabic happens
even on formal levels such as in newspapers or TV broadcasting and as described
by Habash et al. (2018) who elaborate on this, “The missing diacritics are not a
major challenge to literate native adults. However, their absence is the main source
of ambiguity in Arabic NLP”. To demonstrate, ة َمشكَلجيَّ maSkaljy∼aħ or مشكلجية
mSkljyħ (meaning “troublemaker”) would be treated as two different tokens since

1A letter pronounced as [v] in IPA.
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they represent two different string inputs with different lengths. To counter their
absence, they can be removed entirely.

A recent survey prepared by Badaro et al. (2019) on opinion mining on Arabic
outline many of the efforts discussed above, asserting that work on varieties of Arabic
is still in its earlier stages despite their wide prevalence in rich sources of data (such
as social media and micro-blogging platforms). However, numerous lexicons and
corpora for opinion mining surveyed by Badaro et al. (2019) tackle Arabic dialects
in some sense, hinting that efforts are going in the right direction, especially in the
case of different types of organizations interacting with customers and users who
use non-formal language for communication.

Furthermore, considerable efforts in researching varieties of Arabic (under names
such as dialect, vernacular, informal, colloquial or spoken Arabic) for text-mining
and text-processing were needed to deal with a vast array of challenging issues, such
as noisy texts filled with inconsistencies and an overall lack of resources. Arabic
itself is challenging to process given its morphological features and high ambiguity
(to which the general tendencies to drop informative diacritics contributes). One
essential task is that of (often fine-grained) classification and identification of dif-
ferent varieties as undertaken by many (Abdul-Mageed et al., 2018; Alsarsour et
al., 2018; Elaraby and Abdul-Mageed, 2018a; Erdmann et al., 2018; Kwaik, Saad,
Chatzikyriakidis, and Dobnik, 2018; Meftouh et al., 2019; Obeid et al., 2019; Zaidan
and Callison-Burch, 2011; Zhang and Abdul-Mageed, 2019). A necessary byproduct
of these efforts was having to put together data collections annotated on different
levels (whether automatically-annotated, coarsely or finely annotated, or labeled by
meta-data). Others have sought to establish a criterion for a shared orthographic
representation of Varieties of Arabic (with sounds impossible to phonetically rep-
resent using MSA’s limited collection of six vowel phonemes, for example), most
notably Habash et al. (2012, 2018). Elaraby and Abdul-Mageed (2018a) perform
extensive experiments using neural networks (convolutional neural networks (CNN)
and recurrent neural networks (RNN), such as long short-term memory (LSTM)
and gated recurrent unit (GRU) networks) to identify different varieties of Arabic.
They also provide implementations for their deep learning models in python script
for easy replication2. Due to availability and ease of use, their model was adapted
for use in the the filtering task in Section 4.1.2.

Luckily, resources for word embeddings have been recently put together. Erdmann
et al. (2018) trained several word embedding models with the help of a substantial
amount of data gathered from blogs, tweets, and corpora of non-MSA Arabic, pro-
ducing multidialectal embeddings as well as embeddings separately trained for four
main groups of non-MSA varieties (Egyptian, Levantine, Maghrebi, and Gulf) and
mapped together into a shared vector space. This valuable resource found that
“Due to linguistic differences, modeling dialects independently and mapping em-
beddings into multidialectal space generally outperformed training dialect agnostic
embeddings on combined corpora.” (Erdmann et al., 2018). Moreover, these word
embeddings span across multiple genres of which one is tweets (which are short texts
by nature).

2Visit https://github.com/UBC-NLP/aoc_id for more details.
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3.2 The Case of Levantine Arabic

Figure 3.1: Blue: showing Arabic-speaking countries with Arabic as a recognized official
language, sometimes only spoken by a minority, and where residents speak one
or more varieties of Arabic (not shown on map is Comoros).
Orange: Levant countries where LA is spoken by the majority (and as a minority
variety in Israel).

LA is primarily comprised of Syrian, Jordanian, Palestinian, Lebanese, and Israeli
varieties3 of Arabic (see Figure 3.24), though further distinctions on city level can
be made, where Damascus Arabic and Aleppo Arabic are two distinct varieties of
Syrian Arabic (Bouamor et al., 2018). How, when, and in which spheres these
varieties are used can depend on a number of social, economic, and ethnocultural
factors – the same applies to the degree of (cross-cultural) code-switching which a
speaker may employ between these varieties and another locally-spoken language,
such as MSA, English, French, or Hebrew.

LA as a larger collection of varieties of Arabic was chosen (in lieu of a narrower
city-level variety such as Jerusalem Arabic) to test the methods described in this
paper. The main reason for this is that a large number of features is shared by these
varieties. After testing several distance measures, Kwaik, Saad, Chatzikyriakidis,
and Dobnika (2018) found that Levantine varieties of Arabic are the closest in terms
of lexical overlapping, as well as the most similar in their terms as measured using
the Vector Space Model (VSM) and LSI, accounting for synonymy and semantic
closeness. Kwaik, Saad, Chatzikyriakidis, and Dobnika (2018) further stress that
they, “[...] have shown the degree of convergence between the dialects of the Levant
and the linguistic overlap to such an extent that in some cases it seems impossible to
distinguish between them in writing without the presence of phonological information
or without adding accent diacritic marks.”

3Influenced by Hebrew and spoken mostly by Israeli Arabs
4Map made using mapchart.net
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Another reason for choosing LA is the availability of a fair amount of documen-
tation and research on it mostly as a broader collection. This is because studies do
not always ponder upon the disparity among different Levantine varieties of Arabic
although important publications on fine-grained analysis of varieties of Arabic exist,
such as that of Salameh et al. (2018).

Arguably, this resemblance between the written forms of different varieties of LA
could be attributed to the modern convention of dropping the majority of diacritics
in MSA, resulting in a clear lack of diacritics in all non-MSA and non-CA varieties
of Arabic (where diacritics are used only, if ever, in cases where disambiguation
is absolutely necessary). This is most likely because speakers of LA and its other
varieties have adopted – and were affected by – the MSA writing convention that
favors dropping diacritics in newspapers, books, and other forms of media – being the
most prevalent written format they consume on a near-daily basis. Native speakers
of Arabic live in environments where a diglossic relationship is established between
MSA and whatever variety of Arabic is spoken there (Habash et al., 2018); for
example, TV presenters and show guests may shift back and forth between MSA and
whichever variety of Arabic is native to them (for some function or prestige status,
and to varying degrees) (Alshamrani, 2012), or even exhibit numerous instances
of code-switching using English or French. For this reason, using words closer in
written format to MSA could be one technique used in online discussions to avoid
being misunderstood by speakers of other varieties of Arabic, where MSA serves as
language buffer in largely diglossic communities. So while a word may appear the
same in spelling across different varieties of Arabic (including MSA), it could be
both used and pronounced differently (Kwaik, Saad, Chatzikyriakidis, and Dobnik,
2018) across these different varieties.

All in all, this data-broadening approach of combining four distinctive varieties
of Arabic into a single collection is taken in light of their similarity in writing distin-
guished by factors discussed throughout this chapter, as well as to avoid strenuous
fine-grained dialect classification efforts. However, it should be noted that extract-
ing topics from texts in Jordanian Arabic or Syrian Arabic alone, for instance, would
most likely produce more coherent and satisfactory results. Finding a way to nor-
malize across all four varieties of LA (possibly through machine translating other
varieties into a single one) would also most likely produce results of higher quality;
unfortunately, this is beyond the scope of this study.
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4 Experiments
This chapter outlines a series of processes which begin at data collection and pre-
possessing and resulting in a group of word clusters describing one focused aspect
of the data as specified by the user. While examples presented within the paper are
mainly concerned with LA, the same methods can be applied to other varieties and
dialect groups of Arabic with some modification, meaning this model can be fitted
to other collections of data featuring other varieties of Arabic with modification to
some preprocessing technique.

4.1 Data
The data used for this experiment is comprised of a collection of short texts ad-
dressing issues related to the novel coronavirus outbreak composed by speakers of
LA and publicly available on Twitter. These have been collected using a web scrap-
ing script using two main queries detailed in 4.1.1 – where one uses geo-tagging
while the other takes advantage of frequently-occurring stopwords specific to LA.
Data is then filtered using a pre-trained Levantine-Arabic identification model, as
detailed in 4.1.2. Texts predicted as belonging to the Levantine variety of Arabic
then undergo basic preprocessing and lemmatization.

4.1.1 Collection
Tweets were scraped using twitterscraper (Taspinar, 2016), a python script based
web-scraping through Beautiful Soup 4 (Richardson, 2007) which bypasses the lim-
iting Twitter API, allowing for scraping historical data more than 7 days old. The
simple methodology of twitterscraper is similar to that proposed by Hernandez-
Suarez et al. (2018) where Twitter’s public advanced search query page (since it is
a public search endpoint) for extracting tweets, allowing for complex search query
filtering (including the language of the tweet and when and where it was posted)
prior to scraping. In their article, Hernandez-Suarez et al. (2018) discuss the impli-
cations of Twitter’s restrictive limitations on web-scraping, where it chooses to set a
price on large and historical volumes of data despite their public availability online
with the consent of Twitter’s users.

To construct the data set used in this paper, tweets were scraped based on two
main assumptions. First, speakers would be concentrated in specific geographical
locations so that the data collection could be assembled from tweets posted in areas
in which LA is prevalent – most notably, in the Levant (see Figure 3.2). One
limitation to this method, however, is that a considerably large amount of people
who speak LA as their mother tongue are the Syrian, Palestinian, and Lebanese
diaspora who did not immigrate to neighboring countries such as Jordan1. For this

1See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arab_diaspora for more details.
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reason, a second criterion became necessary where more tweets were collected with
the condition of containing some of the most common stopwords and functions (as
well as two common expressions with a very commonly used spelling convention).

Tweet collection was done in Round 1 and Round 2. All collected tweets had
to meet a number of basic conditions: (a) being comprised of at least 30 characters;
(b) not containing images or links; (c) primarily written in Arabic script, though
few occurrences of foreign words (mostly either English or French) were allowed;
(d) not being a retweet; (e) within an appropriate time ranger when tweets on
COVID-19 began to surface; and most importantly, (f) containing the keyword
كورونا kwrwnA, meaning ’Corona’, a shortened expression for COVID-19, or its
alternate spelling كرونا krwnA, both pronounced as either / k u r o n a / or / k
o r o n a /. The last condition imposed on collected tweets is, in itself, a pre-step
to ensure that all selected documents are within the narrow COVID-19 domain.
This is to say that they were all written to tackle, or comment on, issues relating
to coronavirus spreading across news in the early months of the year 2020. The
aforementioned conditions were placed to keep ambiguity regarding the term كورونا
kwrwnA to a minimum. Although more tweets could have been collected by adding
more keywords to the pre-step list in the aforementioned condition (f), it was more
important to ensure that no unrelated texts are collected, even at the expense of
having fewer texts altogether.

Web scraping performed in Round 1 was queried by geographical location (col-
lecting entries posted in proximity to every medium-sized or large-sized city in the
Levant region). This allowed for capturing a larger amount of tweets (as opposed
to scraping near countries in which LA is mostly spoken) where the tweets data col-
lection was expected to contain a good amount of texts fully or partially comprised
of LA. Round 2 was not restricted to any specific region. Instead, relevant tweets
had to contain one or more frequent function words, stopwords, and expressions spe-
cific to LA. Some of these selected tokens were derived from extracting the top 50
words from data collected in Round 1 after filtering out non-Levantine sentences (a
process elaborated on in 4.1.2). Others were borrowed from a list of most frequent
words derived from the Parallel Arabic Dialect Corpus as listed by Kwaik, Saad,
Chatzikyriakidis, and Dobnika (2018). The full list is shown in Table 4.1.
Round 1 returned a little below 52,000above 420,000 tweets while scraping in

Round 2 retrieved a shy amount of approximately 13,700. Results are shown in
Table 4.2.

Data collected ranged from the 1st of January, 2020 and the 15𝑡ℎ of May of the
same year. Data did not include any personal information of users or their screen
names, neither was a record kept of the geo-label or location where tweets were
posted from. In simpler words, each document consisted solely of raw text from
a tweet with no other defining information. Approximately a little above 65,700
tweets were initially collected (combining the total of Round 1 and Round 2), of
which 78.1% was discarded after filtering out other varieties of Arabic – keeping a
little below 11,400 documents (where each tweet represents one document). Keeping
only around 21.9% of the data could be attributed to a number of factors discussed
in Section 4.1.2.
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CODA* CAPHI Meaning/Function MSA
اللي

Ally i l l ii
a l l ii that/which/who/whom

الَتي الَذي
الَالتي اللَواتي الَذين

اللَتان اللَذان
مش

mš
m i sh
m a sh
m u sh

not ليس
غير

شي
šy sh ii something/thing/issue أمر

شيء
بس

bs b a s only/but لكن
فقط

في ما
mA#fy m aa # f ii (there) is not يوجد ال

عنا

𝜍nA
3 i n n aa
3 a n n aa
3 e n n aa

we have عندنا

يارب
yA#rb y a # r a b “Oh God!” – a common expression

frequently written with no white-
space separating the two words

رب يا

وال
wlA w i l l aa

w i l l a Primarily used as an interrogative
tool when discussing one in two (or
more) options, meaning “or?”, “or
what?”, or “what then?”

أو

w a l a A common expression (often a pejo-
rative) to address a person, similar
to the English phrase “Hey, you!”

ُفالن يا
هذا يا

Table 4.1: Stopwords and highly frequent expressions used in Round 2 of data collection.

4.1.2 Filtering out Non-Target Varieties of Arabic
One crucial preprocessing step is the removal of texts written in non-target va-
rieties of Arabic to reduce noise in data, including MSA and CA. Elaraby and
Abdul-Mageed (2018a) present a number of deep learning models for automatic di-
alect identification on the labeled data of the Arabic Online Commentary Dataset
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(Elaraby and Abdul-Mageed, 2018b) as well as annotated data sets. The aforemen-
tioned data was originally labeled with four varieties of Arabic (MSA, Gulf Arabic,
Egyptian Arabic, and LA). This was supplemented with additional labeled data orig-
inally prepared for the fine-grained dialect identification Subtask 1 undertaken by
Bouamor et al. (2019). Data used by Bouamor et al. (2018) contained 26 labels cor-
responding to varieties of Arabic spoken in 25 different cities across the Middle East
and North Africa regions plus the MSA label. Labels were automatically changed
to either non-LA or LA. For the former task Gulf Arabic, Egyptian Arabic, and
MSA sentences were relabeled as non-LA; as for the latter, documents tagged as
belonging to the cities of Amman, Jerusalem, Beirut, Damascus, Salt, and Aleppo
were relabeled as LA whereas the remaining labels were converted to non-LA. The
combined data sets contained 160,173 sentences written in a mix of genres, of which
23,349 were tagged as Levantine following the label conversion. The data was split
into three sets: training (80%), validation (10%), and test (10%).

The reason for converting labels to either ”Levantine” (LA) or ”Non-Levantine”
(non-LA) was to reduce the complexity of the task from multi-class into binary
classification where the model predicts a score between 0 and 1 for how much a
sentence fits into the Levantine category, marking them as Levantine if the score was
0.5 or higher. After some experimentation, the Basic Bidirectional Gated Recurrent
Units (BiGRU) model achieved the best results, at validation and test F1-scores of
88.99% and 87.25% respectively. The only two modifications made to the model
built by Elaraby and Abdul-Mageed (2018a) were to calculate F1-score (since it is
a more informative metric than accuracy) and to increase the length of documents
(where each document is a tweet processed as a single sentence) that is allowed
as input to 100 words (tokenized by white-space) as an adjustment for training
on longer texts. All other parameters were kept at default values2. One factor
adding ambiguity to data is the prevalence of code-switching where many of these
sentences could contain elements from both LA and MSA, or LA and another non-
MSA variety of Arabic. Another issue is the number of words shared in spelling
(but not pronunciation) between LA and other varieties.

After filtering out non-Levantine sentences, around 78.1% of the data was dis-
carded. Table 4.2 shows how many tweets were collected during Round 1 and
Round 2 (described in Section 4.1.1) as well as the percentage of tweets kept from
each round. Although Round 2 managed to collect less tweets in total compared to
Geo-tagging, up to 30.8% of tweets collected during that round were classified as
Levantine Arabic.

Losing 78.1% of overall scraped tweets, where up to 54,32 were filtered out, could
be attributed to a number of reasons. One factor is that a large extent of this data
collection was comprised of news reporting3 which is conventionally done in MSA,
and subsequently had to be filtered out as non-LA. This low number of returned
tweets after filtering could also be attributed to the employment of a mixture of
MSA and LA in many tweets as discussed in the later parts of Section 1.2 for
different purposes, whereas training data for the filter contained sentences that had
mixed varieties of Arabic to varying degrees as well as longer sentences closer to

2Elaraby and Abdul-Mageed (2018a)’s full python implementation is found here: https://github.
com/UBC-NLP/aoc_id.git

3This is specific to the narrow COVID-19 domain where large portions of daily news contained
statistics summarizing the numbers of new cases and the latest number of casualties.
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Collected Detected as Levantine Kept %
Round 1: Geo-tag 51,986 7,547 tweets 14.5%
Round 2: Stopwords 13,739 3,852 30.8%
Total 65,725 11,399 21.9%

Table 4.2: Number of obtained during data collection and kept after filtering out non-LA
entries.

the more formal-leaning genre of commentary and blogging (when compared to
Twitter). Another reason is that collecting Romanized Arabizi texts is beyond the
scope of the currently proposed data collection scheme, resulting in fewer entries.
Lastly, since there exists only limited knowledge of the distributions of tweets written
formalized MSA or a person’s local variety of Arabic, it is difficult to draw even
rough expectations regarding the amounts of data possible to collect with the use
of methods proposed herein.

The second scraping technique used in Round 2 returned a smaller amount of
tweets but resulted in keeping more tweets in proportion to the outcome of Round 1.
Around 14.5% of tweets from Round 1 were kept compared to 30.8% scraped with
the help of the second method; however, the latter contributed to only around one-
third of the final training data. This could indicate that scraping data containing
stopwords specific to a certain variety of Arabic (on country-, region-, or city-level)
may be a more viable option provided a fairly large amount of data could be scraped.

4.1.3 Normalization
Diacritics in the text were removed completely, including the gemination symbol
known as Ash-shaddah دة الشَّ Al+S∼dħ and written as ّ , which is used in place of
doubling a consonant or vowel in writing. While some differences create an issue
with disambiguation inflectional morphemes, others account for a completely differ-
ent morpheme. One example is ورا wrA / w a r a / meaning “behind” often used
as a preposition of space versus وّرا wr∼A / w a r r a / meaning “(he) showed”.
However, the decision to normalize even for gemination is due to its hesitant use
in only a fraction of collected texts where readers rely entirely on context to dis-
ambiguate gemination and it would be a laborious task to manually add missing
gemination diacritics. Diacritics appearing on top of alef (written as ا , CODA*:
A) which include the hamza (appearing as أ or إ , represented in CODA* as Â and
Ǎ respectively) and madda (alef with a tilde آ , CODA*: Ā) were restored to their
aforementioned non-diacritic form when appearing as the first letter of a word as
well as mid-word for the same logic described above in case of gemination. Other
forms of the hamza diacritic (appearing as ء (CODA* symbol is an apostrophe ’ ),
ؤ (CODA*: ŵ), and ئ (CODA*: ŷ)) were kept intact to allow for easy reading of
words since it was assumed that these do not occur very frequently, and as a result,
neither do they appear in numerous alternate spellings. Lastly, the word-final ta’
marbouta ة) or ـة (CODA*: ħ)) was replaced by its most common alternative ـه)
or ه (CODA*: h)) since they are pronounced the same as a word-final / a / or
/ e / despite being distinct phonemes (alphabet letters) in MSA. If used in MSA
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or CA, such a change would only serve to confuse since the former is mostly used
as a feminine marker for singular nouns, instance nouns, and adjectives while the
latter is a suffix-style possessive or object pronoun. In MSA, the former is realized
as +At in the presence of case endings, whereas this makes no difference since the
pronunciation is identical in LA.

Normalization also included the removal of duplicated letters. This is a common
writing style in online spheres in an alphabet which has no upper-casing. So, to
emphasize a word or express a certain emotion, writers duplicate certain letters
(mostly vowels, though duplicated consonants can also be found) for three or more
occurrences. For instance, the word سؤال sŵAl / s u 2 aa l / may be written as
سؤااااال sŵAAAAAl, which could be read with a lengthened / aa / vowel in a parodic
manner. Elongation (kashida form4) has been neutralized to regular script.

All numbers were normalized by converting them into their Arabic-script coun-
terparts (in other words, Arabic numerals such as 1, 2 or 3 were converted to their
Eastern Arabic parallels ١ , ٢ , and ٣ ). Moreover, all punctuation marks were re-
moved while laughter interjections were assigned a laughter tag when they appear in
their common form ههههههه hhhhhhh of varying lengths which follows the repetition
trend examined above.

Since the texts were gathered from tweets, they contain hashtags. The Arabic
alphabet can not follow “hashtag etiquette”5 popular in other languages. Instead,
words in a long hashtag are separated by the underscore symbol “_”, so they were
replaced by whitespace. English buzzwords that appeared very frequently in the
text, such as “Covid19”6 were normalized to their Arabic counterpart, which is
usually a near-identical loan of the expression in its shortened format كوفيد١٩ kwfyd19.
However, all mentions of COVID-19 in their various forms, whether English or
Arabic, were ignored since they appear in every single document at least once.

4.1.4 Lemmatization and Tokenization
Words were tokenized by whitespace after undergoing a quick lemmatization process.
Words were stripped of the definite prefix الـ Al+. Likewise, some other prefixes were
removed. Two examples include / 3 a (l) – /7 (a preposition roughly translated
as “on” or “to”, written as either عالـ 𝜍+Al+ or علـ 𝜍+l+) and the removal of the
conjunction “and” coupled with the aforementioned definite article prefix, commonly
seen as either ولـ w+l+ or والـ w+Al+8. Inflectional suffixes modified by the plural
and gender forms in different cases were also accounted for though broken plurals
were not tackled. Broken plurals, especially for a variety of Arabic lacking proper
standardization, are best tackled by a lemma dictionary even if they follow the
highly-detailed patterns used in MSA.

In addition, all words with a length of two letters or less were removed, eliminating
all separately written instances of the conjunction و w+ (meaning “and”, either
written separately or attached to the word following it in the form of a prefix). This

4See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kashida for more details.
5See https://www.adlibbing.org/2013/12/16/hashtag-etiquette-dos-donts-hashtags/
6Not case-sensitive.
7/ l / may be assimilated based on the following letter.
8CAPHI: / 2 u l – /, / w i l – /, or / w a l – / when followed by lunar letters where no assimilation
for the letter ل l occurs
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also caused other function words, pronouns, and short prepositions to be discarded.
Nevertheless, a more comprehensive list non-affix stopwords, prepositions, personal
pronouns, and demonstrative pronouns was used to eliminate these occurrences from
the text.

A length restriction is imposed on lemmatization rules that remove prefixes and
suffixes to avoid stripping base words of an integral combination of letters. Despite
length restrictions originally imposed to save important words from being discarded,
some extremely short words will have been discarded. However, this trade-off allows
for the removal of a large group of 1-letter and 2-letter stopwords and numbers
from LA texts. The length limitation was locked at 2 letters or less because an
exceptionally large extent of base words in LA (as well as in varieties of Arabic in
general) can be as short as 3 letters (in MSA, this is often referred to as the root
form).

4.2 Model Setup and Method
The experiment put forth in this paper follow simple steps to generate topics from a
focused selection of documents to achieve some form of focused analysis. The model
can take a single keyword as input but can perform LDA-PD on a wider selection
of partial data (related documents) if fed a list of keywords. A user has the choice
of providing the keyword list herself. However, it is also possible to build this list
not only based on an informed decision with prior knowledge of a topic but by first
getting an overview of what topics exist within the entire data collection.

A user who wishes to gain insight into the aspect of health during the COVID-19
pandemic can initiate this by choosing one (or more) terms semantically similar or
conceptually related to the aspect or topic under investigation. A practical example
of this is laid forth in Section 4.4. Alternatively, the user chooses one or more topics
obtained from performing full-analysis LDA on the data collection. The topic (or
topics) the user finds to be affiliated with the aspect in question could be chosen. It
should be noted here that automatic topic labeling could also be employed (Magatti
et al., 2009) to avoid having to engage in a long selection process to choose the most
related topic(s) from among a long list of topics by instead relying on how relevant
the label is to the aspect in question.

To expand the list of keywords, the 200 most similar terms for each item in the
list (calculated with the help of cosine similarity using LA word embeddings) are
appended. LDA is then learned only on documents containing one or more items
from the list of keywords (in other words, LDA-PD is performed).

This model assumes that each document contains very few topics (preferably one
topic per document). This is a useful assumption for short texts such as those used
here since each document represents a single tweet (but may also be thought of
as a single sentence) and is recommended by Wang, Chen, Fei, et al. (2016) since
it works well in practice. This was determined by choosing a low input for the 𝛼
parameter. The LDA and LDA-PD implementations were set up using the Gensim
library developed by Řehůřek and Sojka (2010) using python. Gensim’s LDA API
grants the user easy access to tweakable parameters. The word list fed into the model
contained bigrams. The model was learned in 25 iterations and 𝛼 (the Dirichlet prior
parameter controlling the distribution of topics over documents) was set to a low
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0.01 to insure that very few topics are distributed across a single document. The
parameter 𝜂 (Gensim’s parameter for determining the prior distribution for per-topic
word weights), on the other hand, was maintained at its default auto. The number
of topics was set to 20 for obtaining more relevant terms to append to the list of
keywords (to return more fine-grained topics and allow for a wider range of options
to choose from) and 10 for LDA-PD.

4.3 Word Embeddings
Since Erdmann et al. (2018) provide word embeddings trained on different varieties
of Arabic (as well as their mapping to one another), the non-mapped embeddings
exclusively trained on LA were used to complement the keyword list (introduced in
4.2) to enable LDA-PD to be performed on a larger portion of documents deemed
relevant by their containment of semantically similar words.

Upon thorough inspection, it was found that using cosine similarity to find the
𝑛 most similar words returned mixed results. While word embeddings are usually
meant to (hopefully) capture hidden semantic relations between words, they may
also capture other patterns on different levels. For an undeniably large bulk, words
strongly related on a morphological level are retrieved for up to a rough 𝑛 = 100. To
illustrate, finding the top-20 closest embeddings to the word دخان dxAn (meaning
“smoke” mostly referring to the consumption of tobacco products and commonly
pronounced as / d u kh kh aa n / or / d i kh kh aa n /) returns 16 inflectional
and derivational morphemes with one or more prefix, one misspelling of two words
made into a false compound of which one half is دخان dxAn itself, and three un-
related noisy words sharing common letters with the word in question which could
potentially have been misspellings. Semantically similar unigrams and bigrams be-
gin to appear in the second half of 𝑛 = 200. As explained by Erdmann et al. (2018)
themselves, sources from which data had been derived suffer inconsistency issues,
most notably spelling. These texts did not undergo extensive lemmatization either.
Affixes of inflectional morphemes were not cleaned, while those connoting different
pronouns, conjuncts, or negation were not split from the lemma or base word. Of-
ten, tokenization appeared to be using white-space alone. With dimensions at a
high 400, morphological likeness could have been distinctly captured. Interestingly,
when loading the model into TensorFlow’s Embedding Projector9 which permits
loading a smaller number of vectors (such as 10,000 or 71,291) with a lower number
of dimensions (200), semantically-similar words are captured in clusters isolating
𝑛 = 101 similar words – one could argue that morphological informativeness is repre-
sented somewhere in the second half of the 400 dimensions encoding these LA word
embeddings.

For the purpose of expanding the portion of relevant documents so that LDA-
PD can be learned on a larger set of data, as well as to overcome issues discussed
earlier, the value of similar words to retrieve was set at 𝑛 = 200. This comes at
the expense of introducing more noise to already noisy data; despite preprocessing
and filtering offers, data had not been normalized for spelling and only a small
number of words are properly lemmatized in the absence of proper lemmatization
tools or easily available morphological analyzers built specifically for LA. Therefore,

9Visit http://projector.tensorflow.org/ to find out more.
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for each word already included in the keyword list, a further 200 semantically and
morphologically similar words are added. This could theoretically be expanded
further by supplementing the already-lengthy keyword list with the 𝑛 most similar
of each word, and so on. Whatever the results, LDA-PD would still be performed
on a collection of documents entertaining one or more targeted aspects to a more
exclusive extent. One limitation to this would be trying to grab the 𝑛 = 200 most
similar words for a term that is not present in the word embeddings which could
turn problematic for domain-specific terms.

4.4 LDA-PD Experiment
A user wishes to investigate the aspect of صحة SHħ (meaning health). The experi-
ment is performed as follows:

1. The approach described in Section 4.2 is used where 10 words are chosen (by
the user herself, clearly informed by external knowledge and assumptions).
Among these 10 is the originally targeted aspect صحة SHħ (commonly pro-
nounced / s a 7 7 a / or / s e 7 7 a /) meaning health.

2. Initially selected aspects are normalized using the same techniques employed
in Section 4.1.3. Their normalized form and translations are displayed in
Figure 4.3. At this point, the keyword list contains 10 items.

3. For each term selected in the previous section, the most similar 200 words
are extracted from the word embeddings (see Section 4.3) and added to the
keyword list. At this point, the keyword list contains 2010 items (since all 10
initially selected terms happened to have appeared in the word embedding’s
initial training stage, something that is not always the case).

4. tweets which contain at least one keyword from the keyword list are separated
from the rest. Up to 4595 (40.03% of the total number of documents in the
initial data-set) are retrieved and regarded as relevant. This is seen as realistic
since the issue of health is a major aspect to consider during a pandemic.

5. LDA-PD learns 10 topics.

The experiment is replicated for two models: Partial Data LSA and TTM. LSA
serves as a baseline while TTM offers insight into a model specifically designed for
focused analysis. The model is not replicated for LDA or LSA performed on full
data since the topics produced will be too general in the domain of the COVID-
19 and would not serve the purpose of focused analysis. It would also be difficult
to compare models attempting to derive topics on a targeted aspect with models
performing full analysis on an entire set of data. It should be noted that since
LSA has no probabilistic priors, it is not possible to tweak the 𝛼 and 𝜂 parameters
in order to control the number of topics distributed across a document, whereas
TTM as implemented by Wang, Chen, Fei, et al. (2016) already assumes that each
document is comprised of a single sentence (especially in the case of tweets) and
contains only one (or very few) topics. Another important distinction to make here
is that the LSA will also be applied to a partial amount of the data (which could be
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called LSA-PD) whereas TTM already performs focused analysis. For this reason,
Partial Data LSA will be performed on the same set of documents used for LDA-
PD whereas TTM is only supplied with the foremost targeted aspect صحة SHħ.
Results are evaluated using the model proposed by Mimno et al. (2011) examined
more closely in Section 2.6. Results are found in Chapter 5.

CODA* CAPHI Translation
صحه
SHh

s a 7 7 a
s e 7 7 a health

مرض
mrD

m a r a d (noun)
m e r e d (verb)

sickness, disease
(he got) sick

مصاب
mSAb m u s. aa b wounded, sufferer

having a disease
وباء
wbA’ w a b aa 2 disease

عنايه
𝜍nAyh

3 i n a y e
3 e n a y a care

عالج
𝜍 lAj

3 i l aa j
3 e l aa dj treatment

وفيات
wfyAt w a f i y y aa t deaths

موت
mwt

m oo t
m a w t death

طبيه
t.byh t. b e y y e medical

سالمه
slAmh s a l aa m e safety

Table 4.3: 10 initially chosen aspects in their normalized format.
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5 Results and Evaluation
This chapter showcases ten topics obtained through LDA-PD and 10 topics from a
partial data version of LSA (Partial Data LSA) as well as TTMwhich was specifically
constructed for focused analysis purposes.

5.1 Experiment Results
Learned topics for each model are seen in Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3. These undergo
qualitative evaluation as seen in Table 5.2. In general, LDA-PD results indicate a
low Coherence score of around 0.37 (calculated using Gensim’s built-in assessment
metrics, see Section 2.6 for more details) whereas the statistical metric of perplexity
has been ignored (see 2.6 for more details on why). However, Coherence will not be
accounted for when discussing results although it should be noted that it is a good
indicator of semantic coherence in topic models (while its low value corresponds with
the qualitative evaluation results shown in Table 5.2). For each topic in the three
models, terms are displayed in Arabic script followed by the CODA* transcription
and a translation of the phrase. Ambiguity is pointed out whenever a word exhibits
two or more meanings though the spelling is shared (most often, pronunciation is
not and ambiguity arises from the lack of diacritics or as a result of normalization).
Bigrams are written in bold.

For each topic, the top 5 terms are displayed since words beyond that become
increasingly more distant in meaning and coherence for all models. An elaboration
on this is found in Section 5.3.

5.2 Qualitative Evaluation
Evaluation follows the annotation scheme set forth by Mimno et al. (2011) where
topics were judged as good, intermediate, or bad based on whether or not they exhibit
issues discussed in Section 2.6. This assessment is done by a single native speaker
(the author of this paper) and color-coded accordingly. The ratings for each topic
in the three models can be seen in Table 5.2

“Bad” and “intermediate” topics were marked:

1. as R if terms within seem to have been chosen at random with no logical
connection or coherence between them;

2. with I if terms enjoy a shared theme for the most part except for a few intrud-
ing words, or when two or more terms are reasonably connected together but
not to the other terms within the topic;

3. with C where unrelated terms are linked together though a word they share
though they are thematically separate; and
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Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5

وباء
wbA’
disease

الهم
Alhm Al+hm
“oh, god.”
or the burden
(ambiguous)

وباء
wbA’
disease

كويت
kwyt
Kuwait

الصين
Al+Syn
China

الصين
Al+Syn
China

وباء
wbA’
disease

كويت
kwyt
Kuwait

الصين
Al+Syn
China

حاله
Halh
case or
condition

مصابين
mSAb+yn
those wounded
or afflicted
by disease

مصابين
mSAb+yn
those wounded
or afflicted
by disease

الهم
Alhm Al+hm
“oh, god.”
or the burden
(ambiguous)

الهم
Alhm Al+hm
“oh, god.”
or the burden
(ambiguous)

جنودك تصيب
jnwd+k#t+Syb
your soldiers
strike*

الهم
Alhm Al+hm
“oh, god.”
or the burden
(ambiguous)

حاله
Halh
case or
condition

مصابين
mSAb+yn
those wounded
or afflicted
by disease

ايران
AyrAn
Iran

المرضجند
Al+mrD#jnd
disease is a
solider*

كويت
kwyt
Kuwait

الصين
Al+Syn
China

المرضجند
Al+mrD#jnd
disease is a solider*

حاله
Halh
case or
condition

جندك جند
jnd#jnwd+k
soldier + your
soldiers*

Topic 6 Topic 7 Topic 8 Topic 9 Topic 10

الصين
Al+Syn
China

ايران
AyrAn
Iran

الصين
Al+Syn
China

مصابين
mSAb+yn
those wounded
or afflicted
by disease

لكل
l+kl
for every

حاله
Halh
case or
condition

كويت
kwyt
Kuwait

حاله
Halh
case or
condition

الهم
Alhm Al+hm
“oh, god.”
or the burden
(ambiguous)

مليون
mlywn
million

كويت
kwyt
Kuwait

مصابين
mSAb+yn
those wounded
or afflicted
by disease

عالم
𝜍Alm
world
or scientist

ايران
AyrAn
Iran

اصابه
ASAbh
injury or (to
be) afflicted
by disease

ايران
AyrAn
Iran

سعوديه
s𝜍wdyh
Saudi Arabia

ايران
AyrAn
Iran

حاله
Halh
case or
condition

مصابين
mSAb+yn
those wounded
or afflicted
by disease

سعوديه
s𝜍wdyh
Saudi Arabia

الهم
Alhm Al+hm
“oh, god.”
or the burden
(ambiguous)

الهم
Alhm Al+hm
“oh, god.”
or the burden
(ambiguous)

وباء
wbA’
disease

حاله وفاه
Halh#wfAh
case of death

*A part of a widespread prayer.
“Oh Allah, disease is a soldier of yours with whom you send to inflict harm on whoever you please”.

Table 5.1: 10 topics (five terms each) using LSA on partial data. The first line shows the
term in Arabic script while the second shows it in CODA*. Remaining lines in
each cell explain the meaning of the word. Bolded terms are bigrams.
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Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5
الصحه وزاره
wzArh#Al+SHh
Ministry of
Health

خير
xyr
goodness

طبيب
Tbyb
doctor

الدول
Al+dwl
the countries

الصين
Al+Syn
China

كويت
kwyt
Kuwait

الصحه منظمه
mnĎmh#AlSHh
World Health
Organization
(WHO)

اشخاص
AšxAS
persons

يجب
yjb
must

مصابين
mSAb+yn
those wounded
or afflicted
by disease

وباء
wbA’
disease

فتره
ftrh
period

شكرا
škrA
thanks

جدا
jdA
very

حاالت
HAl+At
cases

العالم دول
dwl#Al+Alm
countries of
the world

بال
blA
without

بقاء
bqA’
to remain

لمواجه
l+mwAjh
to confront
(alternate spelling)

ايران
AyrAn
Iran

بفايروس
b+fAyrws
(with a) virus

سواء
swA’
whether

صحي
SHy
healthy

فحص
fHS
checkup

وقايه
wqAyh
prevention

Topic 6 Topic 7 Topic 8 Topic 9 Topic 10

وباء
wbA’
disease

عالم
𝜍Alm
world
or scientist
(ambiguous)

عالج
𝜍 lAj
treatment

قبل
qbl
before
or (has) accepted
(ambiguous)

دول
dwl
countries

هناك
hnAk
there

مصابين
mSAb+yn
those wounded
or afflicted
by disease

فيها
fy+hA
in it

وباء
wbA’
disease

لبنان
lbnAn
Lebanon

امراض
AmrAD
diseases

مصر
mSr
Egypt
or insistent

يقول
yqwl
(he) says

الصحه وزاره
wzArh#Al+SHh
Ministry of
Health

الصحه وزير
wzyr#Al+SHh
Minister of
Health

بالء
blA’
scourge
or hardship

الهم
Alhm Al+hm
“oh, god.”
or the burden
(ambiguous)

بشكل
b#škl
in such a way

اعراض
A𝜍rAD
symptoms

وباء
wbA’
disease

الف
Alf
a thousand
or to have made
something up
(ambiguous)

جديد
jdyd
new

موضوع
mwDw𝜍
topic/issue

احد
AHd
one
or Sunday
(ambiguous)

الناس
Al+nAs
the people

Table 5.2: 10 topics (five terms each) using LDA-PD. The first line shows the term in Arabic
script while the second shows it in CODA*. Remaining lines in each cell explain
the meaning of the word. Bolded terms are bigrams.
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Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5

صحه
SHh
health

اليمن
Al+ymn
Yemen

والجنه
w#lA#jnh wlAjnh
possibly meaning
“and no heaven”

منظمه
mnĎmh
organized
or organization

٢٠١٨
-
2018

علوج
𝜍 lwj
(derogatory) term
for fighters

عالم
𝜍Alm
world
or scientist

البس
lAbs
wearing
(something)
or dressed

والجنه
w#lA#jnh wlAjnh
possibly meaning
“and no heaven”

علوج
𝜍 lwj
(derogatory) term
for fighters

اعز
a𝜍z
most honored or
(to have) honored

سالمه
slAmh
safety

كاريدج
kArydj
a loan of the
word “carriage”

ويفتح
w+yftH
and (he) opens

بتدفع
b+tdf𝜍
pay (verb)

فبلغ
f+bl𝛾
(so he) reached

ايام
AyAm
days

ينسفوها
ynsf+w+ha
blast something
or blow it up

كقناه
k+qnAh
like (some)
channel

غمدوامنا
𝛾mdwAmnA
(incomprehensible
misspelling
of a word)

وجاي
w+jAy
and coming
(forth)

فقد
fqd
(has) lost

مقاله
mqalh
article

عوائل
𝜍wAŷl
families

جيبو
jyb+w
bring (something)

Topic 6 Topic 7 Topic 8 Topic 9 Topic 10

صحه
Al+SHh
health (definite)

صحه
SHh
health

حاله
Halh
case or
condition

كويت
kwyt
Kuwait

عالميه
𝜍Almyh
global

اكبر
Akbr
bigger
or greater

الصين
Al+Syn
China

لبنان
lbnAn
Lebanon

وزاره
wzArh
Ministry

شخص
šxS
person or
diagnosed
(ambiguous)

وايجار
w+AyjAr
and rent

االبا
AlAbA
Alaba (proper
noun) – football
player

طوارئ
wzyr
emergency

استبد
Astbd
tyrannize

وزير
wzyr
Minister

ترلي
trly tr+ly
crazyinsane
or it is known
that those
(ambiguous)

تستورد
tstwrd
(it) imports

اعلنوا
a𝜍 lnwA
(have) announced

محير
mHyr
confusing

قادمين
qAdm+yn
coming or
arriving

اتحداكم
AtHdA+km
“I dare you”

بتزهقي
bt+zhq+y
you (feminine)
get bored or
are boring

مصابين
mSAb+yn
those wounded
or afflicted
by disease

اولياءاله
AwlyA’#Alh
(those) closest
to Allah

بعدم
b𝜍dm
by not (doing
something)

Table 5.3: 10 topics (five terms each) using TTM. The first line shows the term in Arabic
script while the second shows it in CODA*. Remaining lines in each cell explain
the meaning of the word. Terms shown in bold are bigrams.
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Table 5.4: Qualitative evaluation of topics. Good topics are marked in green (light gray),
intermediate in yellow (gray), and bad in red (dark gray). The reason for the
decision if topics are judged as intermediate or bad are shown where R = random,
I = intruded, C = chained, U = unbalanced, and V = various.

4. as U when topics combine highly specific and broadly general terms;

5. however, some topics were marked using V (meaning various) if more than
one reason applied.

As visible in Table 5.2, the vast majority of topics discovered are either “interme-
diate” (11 topics, a little above one third of all) or “bad” (a striking total of 18).
Only a single topic is rated as “good”. In TTM, almost all topics involve random
terms with no clear connection. Topics learned from LDA-PD also contain random
terms in many cases, but sometimes have intruding terms in otherwise coherent
topics. Finally, LSA performed on partial data only produced results with terms
appearing frequently across numerous topics; for instance, مصابين mSAb+yn appears
in Topics 1, 2, 3, 7, 9, and 10, clearly affected by frequency of occurrence in the
training data.

5.3 Discussion
For each topic derived from the three models described in previous sections, only
the top-most five terms are chosen. First, this choice was made since the semantic
coherence appears to degrade to a great extent after around the fifth topic. One
reason for this could be the reduced number of documents on which partial data LSA
and LDA-PD are performed to engage in some form of focused analysis. Another
reason is that the top-most terms in a topic would generally be expected to be the
most connected and coherent.

To discuss these negative results comprehensively, the discussion is split to address
three main issues: (1) avoidable terms popping up in topics due to limitations in
lemmatization; (2) ambiguity expectantly caused by normalization; (3) effect of a
large number of tweets with duplicated texts (such as prayers, common expressions,
re-posted content); and (4) clear issues with semantic coherence. Comparisons are
made between the three models though the focus is placed on LDA-PD.

5.3.1 Limits of lemmatization and Pre-processing
Since the data was not lemmatized using a trained lemmatizer (since that requires
extensive efforts in preparing a lemma dictionary and training a model to lemmatize
LA), numerous words not in their lemma form have appeared in the top-5 terms
within topics. This happens at a great rate when TTM is used as it picks up on
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more rare words and less when LSA is used since it contains a smaller number of
unique terms in the top-5 terms across all ten topics. Without a doubt, this is also
this in LDA-PD, especially in terms kept in their plural form (such as حاالت HAlAt
(meaning “cases”) being the plural form of حاله HAlh (“case” in reference to medical
cases of patients)). This is one example of plural instances in the shape of the suffix
ـات –At escaping lemmatization rules most likely due to short word length where
rules apply to words of 5 letters or more (of which two are dedicated to the suffix).
The same issue applies to مصابين mSAb+yn which ought to have been lemmatized
to its singular form مصاب mSAb. One unfortunate consequence for failure to remove
the definite prefix الـ Al– due to length restrictions (see Section 4.1.4) is that the
word الدول Al+dwl appears in Topic 4 in the LDA-PD model, but does so again in
its indefinite version as دول dwl in Topic 10.

The text preprocessing phase also failed at capturing some stopwords such as
the preposition and suffix combination of فيها fy+hA or the common expression
الهم Alhm. One solution to this would be to completely remove words occurring
above some experimentally-determined threshold. Once less-informative stopwords
and duplicate variations of lemmas are removed, more space can be made for more
meaningful and more connected terms within a topic.

On another note, the TTM model seems to handle this issue poorly where up
to 12 terms situated in different topics are words that had not been stripped of
their suffixes or prefixes accounting for things such as plural inflections, having
an attached direct object suffix, or being prefixed by a preposition. One major
difference between the type of data used in this study and the data-sets proposed
by Wang, Chen, Fei, et al. (2016) is that the latter are heavily pre-processed where
one data collection of a little below 43,000 tweets had 722 unique terms. On the
other hand, the data used for the experiments at hand have over 50,300 unique terms.
Understandably, lemmatization and text preprocessing of English data collections
are fairly easy compared to LA. Thus, it is reasonable to except TTM to have
performed better with a smaller number of unique terms and complete removal of
all stopwords.

5.3.2 Issues with Ambiguity
Normalization for LA renders some terms difficult to distinguish from others due to
the removal or substitution of diacritics. However, some challenges may arise due
to homonymy – though none appear here since ambiguous words may be spelled
similarly (even prior to normalization with speakers’ tendency to drop diacritics)
but are pronounced differently once the speaker realizes the unwritten weak vowels.

Since the topic at hand is being investigated in an informed manner where certain
topics and terms are expected to appear, disambiguation does not pose a great issue.
This is not to say that it would not be problematic for other collections of data. For
reference, terms where this issue arises are tagged with a bold “(ambiguous)” on
the last line in Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3. It may be relatively easy to guess which is
which for some topics and terms, but others can only be approached with a certain
degree of uncertainty. For example, in Topic 10 derived from the TTM model, the
word شخص šxS could refer to a single “person” or “”to have diagnosed someone
(since the gemination symbol شّخص šx∼S could have been dropped). Both terms
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are expected to appear in an abstract representation of online discussion on COVID-
19, such as the issue of individual and personal responsibly (the former) or testing
and diagnosis (the latter).

5.3.3 Reposts and undetected duplicates
In Topic 5 found using LSA, three bigrams from the same common expression
(widely circulated prayer popularized after the outbreak of COVID-19) appeared
in the same topic not only because each tweet can have more than a single topic
in this model, but also because the prayer appeared in a full or partial form in 33
tweets. Documents like those were not detected as duplicates (nor subsequently
deleted) because they were not entirely identical, where users added more thoughts
to the tweet after reposting (copying and pasting from other users or websites) the
prayer. At times, these additions are as small as a hashtag. More can be done to
eliminate the effect of undetected duplicates that appear as reposts, though TTM
and LDA-PD did not seem as affected by the issue since reliance is not on frequency
counts alone.

5.3.4 Poor Semantic Coherence
In general, LDA-PD and the other two models exhibit poor semantic coherence
(where 5.2 offers a glimpse of how these topics may be judged by a native speaker).
Though some topics are only somewhat clouded with unrelated or un-lemmatized
terms, others indicate that the model is not developed enough to offer an informative
insight into non-standardized LA texts in light of resources utilized to achieve this
goal. Many topics in the LDA-PD model are comprised of two or three related terms
clumped together into one coherent group while the rest are more or less related to
one another but not to the first group, being intruders to the topic. For example,
in Topic 6 in LDA-PD, the first, third, and fourth terms are semantically related as
well as synonymous, whereas the second word is a preposition of place and the fifth
is most likely a reference to the number 1,000. This relationship between terms in a
topic is more common in the LSA model applied on a partial collection of the data.

For the most part, however, terms within topics seem completely random with
little to no semantic connection or synonymy. This worsens after the fifth topic,
which is a factor that leads to evaluating models on only the top-5 terms per topic.

To reflect on the second question posed by the paper, one may find that the
LDA-PD model produces topics with intermediate-to-low semantic coherence and
relatedness determined per qualitative analysis (although the Coherence score ref-
erenced in Section 5.1 reflects this reality as it falls below 0.4 when evaluating the
model using Gensim). In the second regard for finding patterns on a more focused
level, simple eye-balling of results indicates many intermediate topics in LSA per-
formed on partial data and LDA-PD fall within the broader topic of health. For
instance, unigrams such as وقايه wqAyh (meaning prevention) and bigrams such as
الصحه منظمه mnĎmh#Al-SHh (i.e WHO) appear in Topics 4 and 2 as can be seen in
Table 5.2. Up to 17 unique terms exclusively reference health-related issues appear
across all ten topics in LDA-PD even if the topics themselves may be controver-
sially random in how their contained terms relate to one another. A total of 8 terms
reference countries (such as China, Lebanon, or Kuwait), another 8 appear due to
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limitations of preprocessing and lemmatization, an additional 4 are unrelated to
health but within the scope of COVID-19, and another 4 are completely unrelated.

One unforeseen observation lies in TTM’s very low success in capturing terms
falling within the scope of the health aspect. Only 3 unique terms belong to this
aspect, of which one term is the aspect itself صحه) sHh) initially selected to prompt
the TTM model – this has also been reflected on in Section 5.3.1.
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6 Conclusion
A focused analysis model was developed to capture semantic relations for the tar-
geted aspect of health from tweets discussing the recently emerged COVID-19 pan-
demic. Data were collected in two phases with the help of Geo-labels and a list
of frequently occurring stopwords. Texts were pre-processed and lemmatized with
the use of hand-crafted rules due to the availability of only a few resources for text-
processing Levantine Arabic. An LDA was utilized for partial collection of said data
where documents (in which tweet represents a single document) were judged as rel-
evant based on whether or not they contain one or more keywords. Keywords were
initially manually selected, informed by external knowledge and expectations. The
list of initially selected keywords was then expanded with the help of word embed-
dings. The LDA model was learned on relevant documents only (hence, LDA-PD
was performed), assigning terms to 10 topics. The experiment was replicated using
an LSA model (also performed on the same set of partial data) as well as TTM,
a topic model originally created for focused analysis. Results discussed in Section
5.3 indicated that the proposed LDA-PD model for LA was capable of capturing
topics which fall within the scope of a chosen targeted aspect to a reasonable extent.
However, it failed at producing an acceptable number of semantically coherent and
human-friendly topics. Shortcomings of the model can most likely be attributed
to insufficient pre-processing resulting from a general lack of resources available for
different varieties of Arabic such as LA.

The paper concludes with general recommendations on how the results could be
improved. For one, the number of unique words in the data collection needs to be
reduced. This could be achieved by thorough pre-processing and stopword removal.
Lemmatization can either be achieved with the use of a trained lemmatizer or mor-
phological analyzer capable of separating the base word from affixes surrounding
it. Such an analyzer needs to also be capable of capturing infixes common to LA.
Another approach to reducing the set of unique terms within the documents is by
ridding the text of less informative verbs and placing focus on nouns only (or a
combination of one or more parts of speech). This, however, requires the use of
a POS-tagger and extensive normalization for spelling. In a similar vein, the pre-
processing step should allocate some efforts to reducing the number of reposts and
duplicates appearing in the training data when tweets or short texts are used by
keeping the longest and discarding of all other semi-replicas. Moreover, allowing a
model to derive a larger number of topics (as opposed to only one) from a single
document as short as a tweet has not been tested in this paper. More investigation
is needed on whether the assumption that a lower number of topics over shorter
documents holds true for varieties of Arabic or texts as chaotic as those grabbed
from Twitter. Similar research could benefit from a qualitative evaluation performed
by a larger number of annotators where scores of human-friendliness of topics may
be compared to topic models’ Coherence metric to investigate to what extent both
measures are correlated to bring statistical metrics closer to human intuition.
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On a final note, experiments conducted herein were meant to serve as a starting
point for delving more deeply into focused analysis for online texts written in low-
resource variations of Arabic. It is hoped that the findings offer a contribution
to text processing and opinion mining for non-standardized and non-conventional
languages which never been as visible – and as possible to study and analyze – as
they are today thanks to the internet.
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